Emotion recognition is an important pattern recognition problem that has inspired researchers for several areas. Various data from humans for emotion recognition have been developed, including visual, audio, and physiological signals data. This paper proposes a decision-level weight fusion strategy for emotion recognition in multichannel physiological signals. Firstly, we selected four kinds of physiological signals, including Electroencephalography (EEG), Electrocardiogram (ECG), Respiration Amplitude (RA), and Galvanic Skin Response (GSR). And various analysis domains have been used in physiological emotion features extraction. Secondly, we adopt feedback strategy for weight definition, according to recognition rate of each emotion of each physiological signal based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier independently. Finally, we introduce weight in decision level by linear fusing weight matrix with classification result of each SVM classifier. The experiments on the MAHNOB-HCI database show the highest accuracy. The results also provide evidence and suggest a way for further developing a more specialized emotion recognition system based on multichannel data using weight fusion strategy.
Introduction
Emotion recognition is a quickly developing branch of affective computing, which is integration of psychology, physiology, computer science, and so on. And various studies have shown that emotion plays a vital role in artificial intelligent [1] . Emotion recognition enables computer to provide the appropriate feedback to emotion state of human, which can be applied to various applications, such as learning environment, leisure entertainment, medical assist, and mental health [2] [3] [4] [5] . For example, if computers have ability to detect emotion of student and create an appropriate feedback according to the emotion state, the student can be more effective in online learning environment.
It is imperative to take into account physiological signals to recognize emotion because of the strong relationship between physiological reactions and human. Besides, physiological signals are the result of Central Nervous System (CNS) and Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) activities, which are the same among people with different cultures, languages, and gender and cannot be imitated easily [6] . And physiological activations are largely involuntary which cannot be triggered by any conscious or intentional control easily [7] .
Since the complexity of body structure, various physiological activities are related to emotional state. The corresponding various physiological signals can be used for emotion recognition, such as EEG, ECG, GSR, RA, and Blood Volume Pressure (BVP). Single channel physiological signals presented do have some limitations; therefore the emotion recognition was proposed based on multichannel physiological signals. Relevant researches have achieved a certain level of development. However, the difference between various physiological signals has not been considered adequately. It is motivated by the fact that the strength of expression for physiological signal on various emotions is different. We propose a new principal of weight design based on feedback strategy, which uses signal emotional state recognition rate based on single physiological signal to calculate the weight matrix of each physiological signal.
For our proposed method, there are three main contributions.
(1) In the weight definition stage, a more advanced 2 Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience strategy based on feedback is used. In construction, physiological signal expounds the expressiveness of emotional state by the recognition rate of each emotional state based on each physiological signal. Then we calculate weight matrix of each classifier based on single physiological signal. (2) In the fusion stage, a more advanced weight fusion strategy is used in decision level. We linearly fuse weight matrix with classification result of each classifier. And max-win strategy is used for final emotion recognition result. (3) The proposed method has been evaluated in a database which contains multichannel physiological signals. Moreover, comparison results have been carefully analyzed and studied on whether to use weight matrix based on strategy of feedback or not. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of related works on emotion recognition based on multichannel physiological signals. Section 3 describes the materials and methods in use. Section 4 verifies the proposed method by experiment and analyzes experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work
In the past long time, the issue of defining and describing emotion states has been a constant challenge in different subjects of the behavioral and social sciences. The discrete emotional model proposed by Ekman [8] and two-dimensional continuous emotional model proposed by Lang [9] are generally used in emotion recognition research. In order to improve the use of emotion classification algorithm, discrete emotional model is the mostly adopted model in the current study. In the discrete emotional model, several basic emotions are considered separately since they do not have common attributes. The other emotions are considered a mix of these basic emotions. Ekman [8] proposed six discrete basic emotions, which contain happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, disgust, and fear which were considered in our study.
Most researchers divide human physiological signal sources into two categories: brain activities and peripheral physiological activities. Brain activities are measured by EEG, Magnetoencephalography (MEG), functional near-infrared spectroscopy (f NIRS), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), etc. On the other hand, peripheral physiological activities are measured by ECG, heart rate, Electromyography (EMG), BVP, GSR, RA, finger temperature, etc. The commonly used EEG signals reflect emotion changes on the CNS, while the peripheral signals reflect the emotion influence on the ANS. From the clinical point of view EEG [10] , ECG [11] , GSR [12] , and RA [13] are most widely used physiological signals for emotion recognition. Various physiological signals can be fused together to determine and classify various kinds of emotion [14] ; therefore the focus of research turns to multimodal information fusion.
Previous works on fusion strategies can be broadly categorized into feature level fusion and decision-level fusion. Feature level fusion aims to directly combine feature vectors by concatenation [15] or kernel methods [16] . Decision-level fusion combines the prediction scores of each single classifier. The advantage of decision-level fusion is that it can combine different types of classifiers like logistic regression and SVM [17] . Previous works usually conducted it by a single layer averaging [18] or weighted voting [19] . For fusion strategy, we adopt weighted decision-level fusion strategy. Calculating weight is the key element that gives a weight to various features based on certain principles.
Previous various approaches on emotion have reported a correlation between basic emotions and physiological responses. Usually different classifiers such as hidden Markov models (HMMs [20] ), k Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) algorithm [21] , SVM [22] , support vector regression (SVR) [23] , and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [24] have been used for emotion recognition based on physiological signals. For classifier we chose a SVM, as they have previously been proven to be very effective and to maintain enough flexibility with regard to their main parameter optimization [25, 26] . And SVM have been reported in literature as obtaining the highest classification results when using multidimensional data [27] .
Materials and Methods

Emotion Feature Extraction and Selection.
Physiological signals are highly dimensional data which may contain a lot of useless features. Therefore, the most important thing of emotion recognition system is extracting appropriate and efficient features of physiological signals. Various analysis domains have been used in physiological emotion features extraction, including time, frequency, and statistical analysis. Time domain analysis is based on the geometric properties of physiological signals, such as amplitude, mean value, and variance. As the earliest method applied by researchers, the advantage is its simplicity and intuition. Frequency domain analysis is based on the character of every frequency. The most widely used method is power spectrum estimation, which obtains correspondence between power and the frequency by signal conversion. Time-frequency domain analysis is based on the comprehensive analysis of characters of both time and frequency domain features. In this study, we consider the combination of the time and frequency domain features for the physiological signals.
EEG is an electrophysiological monitoring method to record electrical activity of the brain. The MAHNOB-HCI database provides EEG data recorded from 32 channels, 14 of which were from left hemisphere, 14 from right hemisphere, and 4 from midline. Researches have indicated that the emotion perception in human brain requires coordination between different brain regions. The main lobes involved in emotion perception include frontal lobes, temporal lobes, and parietal lobes [28] . Besides, the necessity of channel selection in EEG-based emotion recognition has been testified [29] . Therefore, the selected 12 channels are Fp1, FC5, T7, P7, and O1 from left hemisphere, Fp2, AF4, F8, T8, P4, and PO4 from right hemisphere, and Oz from midline which are shown in Figure 1 . In general, bands of frequency for each EEG channel correspond to delta (0-4 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), alpha (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , and beta (16-31 Hz) [30] . Delta and theta are seen in babies and young children normally. Alpha emerges with closing Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience of the eyes. Beta is seen on both sides in symmetrical distribution and most evident frontally. Therefore, the selected band of frequency is beta. Multiple types of EEG features have been used in emotion recognition, including both aspects of frequency domain and time domain features. Above all, we select mean, standard, and max of power spectral density of the beta to form 36-dimensional EEG feature vector as follows:
Electrocardiography (ECG) signal is a measure of electrical activity associated with the heart. The MAHNOB-HCI database provides ECG data recorded from 3 channels. ECG signals have been defined in medicine strictly which produces four entities: P wave, QRS complex wave, T wave, and U wave and each has a unique pattern [31] which are shown in Figure 2 . The P wave represents atrial depolarization. The QRS complex wave represents ventricular depolarization. The T wave represents ventricular repolarization. The U wave represents papillary muscle repolarization. Additionally, heart rate variability (HRV) is the physiological phenomenon of variation in the time interval between heartbeats. It represents fluctuation between adjacent R where R is a point corresponding to the peak of the QRS complex wave. The amplitude peak of P, R, T wave, and HRV can describe the characteristics of signal with the changes of emotion states. And multiple types of ECG features have been used in emotion recognition, including both aspects of frequency domain and time domain features. Therefore, we select mean and standard of amplitude of P, R, T, and HRV in time domain. Besides, we select max, mean, and standard of power spectral density of HRV in frequency domain. Above all, we get 33-dimensional ECG feature vector as follows:
Respiration amplitude (RA) is commonly acquired by measuring the physical change of the thoracic expansion with a rubber band around the chest or belly [13] . In general, relaxation and startling event causes rate decreases, tense situations may result in momentary cessation, and negative emotions generally cause pattern irregularity. Besides, RA is closely linked to heart function. The MAHNOB-HCI database provides RA data recorded from one channel. The first difference and second difference of RA can also describe the characteristics of signal with the changes of emotion states. And multiple types of RA features have been used in emotion recognition, including both aspects of frequency domain and time domain features. Therefore, we select median, mean, variance, minimum, maximum, and maximum and minimum difference of RA in both time and frequency domains. Besides, we select median, mean, variance, minimum, maximum, and maximum and minimum difference of first and second difference of RA in time domains. Above all, we get 28-dimensional ECG feature vector as follows:
Galvanic skin response (GSR) is physically the measure of change in the electrical properties of the skin [32] in response to changes in the ANS. Sympathetic activity causes increase in the sweat gland activity leading to a decrease in the level of skin resistance. Thus GSR is a manifestation of the sympathetic activity or emotional arousal. Specific emotions cannot be accurately identified because some emotions produce similar GSR responses, like anger and startle response [33] . However, GSR has high importance in emotion recognition clubbed with other physiological signal such as ECG. The MAHNOB-HCI database provides GSR data recorded from one channel. The first difference and second difference of GSR can also describe the characteristics of signal with the changes of emotion states. And multiple types of GSR features have been used in emotion recognition, including both aspects of frequency domain and time domain features. Therefore, we select median, mean, variance, minimum, maximum, and maximum and minimum difference of GSR in both time and frequency domains. Besides, we select median, mean, variance, minimum, maximum, and maximum and minimum difference of first and second difference of GSR in time domains. Above all, we get 28-dimensional GSR feature vector as follows:
3.2. SVM Classification. Following the extraction of features, a classifier is trained to recognize emotion states. Nonlinear SVM was evaluated in this study. SVM is a new supervised learning model with associated learning algorithm for classification problem of data whose ultimate aim is to find the optimal separating hyperplane. The mathematical model of SVM is shown as below. Given a training set { , → } =1 , where → ∈ is input and ∈ {−1, +1} is the corresponding output, if there is a hyperplane which can divide the all the points → into two groups correctly, we aim to find the "maximum-margin hyperplane" where the distance between the hyperplane and the nearest point → from either group is maximized. By introducing the penalty parameter > 0 and the slack variable → = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ), the optimal hyperplane can be obtained by solving constraint optimization problem as follows:
Based on Lagrangian multiplier method, the problem is converted into a dual problem as follows:
where > 0 are the Lagrange multipliers of samples → . Only a few > 0 are solutions of the problem of removing the parts of = 0, so that we can get the classification decision function as follows:
For the linearly nonseparable problem, we first map the data to some other high-dimensional space Η, using a nonlinear mapping which we call Φ. Then we use linear model to achieve classification in new space Η. Through defined "kernel function" Κ, (6) is converted as follows:
And the corresponding classification decision function is converted as follows:
The selection of kernel function aims to take the place of inner product of basis function. The ordinary kernel functions investigated for linearly nonseparable problems are as follows:
(1) nth-degree polynomial kernel function is
(2) (Gaussian) radial basis kernel function is
In this study, we used RBF kernel function. And grid search method was applied to optimize the parameters and .
Weighted Fusion Strategy.
In this section, we propose a novel decision-level weight fusion network as shown in Figure 3 to combine the results of each independent classifier. Weighted fusion strategy is based on weight matrix, which is defined as Definition 1. Definition 1. Let be a linear transformation square matrix of order , where is the number of categories. The different choices for lead to different weight situation.
(1) is an identity matrix of order , which is no weight situation.
(2) is a diagonal matrix of order , where (1 ≤ ≤ ) is the weight of ℎ category, and not all are equal to the others.
We consider two situations of weight matrix in this paper. Calculating weight is the key element that gives a weight to various features based on certain principles. As different features have different discriminative abilities on specific emotions [34] , for weight definition, we adopt feedback strategy. Firstly, recognition results are obtained from the above-mentioned methods that used separate classifier for each physiological signal. Each emotion recognition rate of each classifier is → = ( 1 , . . . , ) (1 ≤ ≤ ) treated as a weight matrix
(1 ≤ ≤ ) as follows:
In particular, from each classifier we obtained a weight matrix for each sentiment classifier. Secondly 
Finally, the recognition result is using a max-win strategy as follows:
And the most likely category label is . 
Experiment Result
The experiments on the MAHNOB-HCI database [35] show the effectiveness of the proposed method. In our experiments, we use EEGLAB, MATLAB, and python programs based on LIBSVM software packages, and the platform of data processing is a computer with Windows 7, Intel (R) Core6 i3-2120 CPU (3.30GHz,) 4.00GB RAM. The flow chart of the experiment is shown in Figure 4 , and specific steps are described in the following sections.
Experiment Data.
MAHNOB-HCI is a multimodal database recorded in response to affective stimuli with the goal of emotion recognition. The recorded signals are shown in Table 1 , we select the signals with italics in our experiments. The database records physiological signals of 30 participants with 9 different emotion labels. 30 volunteer participants have different cultural and education backgrounds.
Data recorded from 3 participants are not analyzed due to technical problems and unfinished data collection, so only 27 sets of data can be used in our research. The emotion labels are shown in Table 2 , and we only use the data of labels with italics in our research. Concerning the imbalance of the emotion data set used in experiments, the size of training data sets is 80% of smallest emotion data. Besides, we use the remaining to test the classifiers, and the detailed number of data of each discrete emotion is shown in Table 3 . 
Results of Emotion Recognition.
We extract each physiological signal emotion feature listed in Section 3 and apply the SVM classification independently. A comparison of results between each emotion has been shown in Table 4 for each physiological signal, respectively. Here, we observe that the emotional state of Neutral and Happiness are relatively easy to distinguish. And the highest average emotion recognition accuracy of 74.52% was obtained in EEG case. However, recognition accuracy of disgust is lower than ECG case.
Besides, we can obtain emotion expression of each physiological signal which can be ranked according to the recognition rate and has been shown in Table 5 . Obviously, various physiological signals have different abilities to classify specific emotion. Therefore, each result of physiological signal should be combined in a way that they benefit the interrelationships between the individual classifier.
We use the recognition rates in Table 4 and (15) to obtain the weight matrix of each classifier under the situation of diagonal matrix as follows: Table 5 : Emotion expression ordering of each physiological signal. 
Emotion Expression Ordering EEG
Besides, we use (13) to obtain the weight matrix of each classifier under the situation of identity matrix as follows: 
Our proposed fusion frame is performed to combine the classification results of these four physiological signals. Thus we verify the fusion frame on the same training set and test set with two situations of weight matrix, respectively. A comparison of results between each emotion has been shown in Table 6 for each situation.
Results Analysis.
We could see that the average recognition correct rate by using proposed method is 84.6%. And the recognition rate of each emotion is more than the accuracy of each individual physiological signal and under the situation of identity weight matrix. These confirm the effectiveness of our method. Investigating its reason, it can be explained from robustness of weighted fusion strategy.
This method reduces the influence of weak correlation feature and enhances the influence of strong correlation feature by weighted feature, thus improving the robustness of classification algorithm. In brief, the method improves the accuracy of emotion recognition by giving full play to the advantages of various physiological signals and decision-level weighted fusion strategy and makes the whole fusion process close to human emotion recognition.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an approach of emotion recognition based on weighted fusion strategy of multichannel emotion data. In our work, single channel emotion recognition systems that use signal physiological signal were analyzed separately and tested with the same emotion databases. Then, physiological signals were used together with a weighted decision-level fusion. Weighted strategy is based on the effect of each physiological signal on various emotion recognition result is different. Thus we calculate weight of physiological signals based on their respective recognition rate and design a recognition model based on multichannel physiological signals. And recognition rate of each emotion is more than the accuracy of each individual physiological signal. Thus the experimental results suggest that the approach based on weighted fusion strategy has good performance on the correct rate in emotion recognition. In future work improvement of feature extraction strategy is probably the best avenue to enhance classification performance. Moreover, additional feature selection technique will be implemented to reduce the number of features and ameliorate the classification accuracies. Thus emotion recognition based on multichannel emotion data is still full of challenges in the future.
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